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berechtigte Interessen. Sie können Ihre Einstellungen jederzeit ändern. Dying geschieht in Ihren Datenschutzeinstellungen. Wireless headphones have paved their way into our lives very quickly. Wireless audio is the foreseeable future of the headphone world. Today we compare two wireless beauties, each at the top of their game to find out who is leading the race. MRP Rs.
16,990/-Check it Out MRP Rs. 25,900/-Check it Out V-MODA Crossfade Wireless are truly built like a tank. They can easily withstand any temperature or even a terrible 5-foot drop (Don't try that, though)! Built of metal, their durability is absolutely unquestionable. The CEO of V-MODA, Val Kolton, is obsessed with Milan fashion and style, and crossfade wireless design is very
inspired by this. This handset follows their design philosophy Anything but Circles+Plastic. Everything about Crossfade Wireless is V-shaped, including sound. As a rule, almost all V-MODA headphones are sure to grab eyeballs every time you take them out. BEATS' PLASTIC BUILD VS V-MODA REPRESENTS THE STRENGTH OF MILITARY CLASS What we love about V-
MODA are their six-sided interchangeable aircraft class metal shields available in different colors. You can change the default V-MODA Crossfade Wireless shields to your favorite color. You can also personalize them with your initials, logo, or anything else of your choice. If anything, Beats by Dr. Dre is probably best known for her tear design since he started all those years ago
in partnership with Monster Cables. They've been turning heads and being carried by celebrities since their inception. However, construction on earlier models was not as cutting-top as the design. The earlier Studio and Solo models were made using shiny plastic and steel panels into a headband and cups to add weight to the headset to make them feel premium. However, new
models and headphones feel as premium as they look. Studio 3 Wireless, as the name suggests, is a 3rd generation beats by Dr. Dre Studio Wireless. The design is mostly the same as Studio 2 Wireless, and the only difference is the new color palette and some new finishes. It's the same curved, teardrop design, with internal folding hings that allow for a smaller footprint, so you
can just throw it in your backpack without worrying about taking up all the space. It even comes with a nice, hard carry to keep headphones protected inside your backpack. V-MODA Crossfade Wireless insulates itself very well with its over-ear, contoured memory foam headphones. The shaped shape helps them to easily adapt to the size of your ears. The SteelFlex headband
can withstand any kind of abuse along with providing comfortable long music listening sessions. Enjoy music with a friend with the help of double inputs while using a V-cork that protects unused input. Unlike the Crossfade M-100, Crossfade Wireless doesn't have a CliqFold, which means they don't collapse. Which is an acceptable compromise, because they needed all that space
to squeeze into the batteries. Bluetooth pairing with Crossfade Wireless is simply peas! WHILE STUDIO 3 WIRELESS HAS A SUPRA-AURAL FIT, V-MOD MEMORY FOAM TOASTS HUG YOUR EARS Studio 3 Wireless should be over-ear, not on-ear headphones, and to some extent it is. It's bigger than headphones on your ears, but it's not as big as the ears offered by
traditional brands. That it's not really a problem because it makes it a practical size to wear in public without looking stupid. The pads are suable and comfortable, and the headphones have the right amount of clamping so it doesn't feel like it's pressing against your skull. But since they are slightly smaller than ordinary headphones over the ear, partially press the pads against the
ear. The pads are as comfortable as they are, this will not be a problem in non-tropical temperatures and doors. However, living in a city like Mumbai, can be painful to wear them outside because a lot of heat builds up, causing sweaty ears and making headphones really uncomfortable to wear. In addition, they are perfectly fine for elongated periods of use. Sound: V-MODA
Crossfade Wireless VS Beats Studio 3 Wireless V-MODA Crossfade Wireless has established high standards with the same incredible sound quality of the very popular wired Crossfade M-100. They provide immersive wireless sound thanks to 50mm patented Dual Diaphragms compressed inside the driver class audiophile. Crossfade Wireless are the only headphones that have
been able to match the sound quality of analog wired sound. The inner and outer rings of the diaphragm easily separate the bass from the bleeding to the middle and height. Accurate and life-long vocals, crystal clear cimbali and crispy hats made us pat our feet. Expansive 3D You feel like you're attending a live concert. This, with your back closed, is awesome. Soundtage is a
weaving so, due to the innovative V-Port V3 Airflow system that prevents audio from leaking so as not to disturb anyone while listening to your favorite songs. Masterfully crafted materials make drivers and its components far superior compared to other headphones in this price range. V-MODA is world famous by DJs for its #1 reliable sound, and Crossfade Wireless, as a
Bluetooth headset, manages to impress the modern audiophile with its alarmingly good analog sound. SOUND IS THE BATTLE BETWEEN UNAPOLOGETIC BASSHEAD AND TRULY MODERN AUDIOPHILE Baby ko bass pasand hai? As designed as these headphones are and as well as on the market, there was one problem that plagued Beats Dr. They make dre head over
heels to sound scary. They all have the same sound signature on all products for several generations. The previous generation somewhat improved sound performance, although this was still not enough to compete with some other offers. The newer generation of Beats headsets was developed entirely under Apple, however, it's noticeable that headphone sound performance
wasn't a priority. It's a little improved, but still not enough to compete with other wireless headphones to cancel out noise of the same price range or even cheaper than it. It's still the same old supremacist bass that's not clean enough and takes any emphasis out of the middle. Shivering shouts and unclean are quite annoying. As I said, it's better than previous versions, but it still
doesn't sound good. Battery life: V-MODA Crossfade Wireless VS Beats Studio 3 Wireless V-MODA Crossfade Wireless are a unique pair of wireless headphones that can be used wirelessly or wired. You can listen to music without any disruption because it has a battery life of 12 blissful hours. And if you still run out of battery, you can just fasten the cables and keep enjoying the
music. The most important feature of the new Studio 3 Wireless is certainly the new Apple W1 Wireless Chipset technology. It's Apple's proprietary new chipset and major advances in Bluetooth communication. Enables fast pairing and low-power wireless communication between headphones and playback devices. Thus, it not only pairs in the blink of an eye (literally), but also
preserves the battery. Studio 3 Wireless lasts 22-23 hours on a single charge with active noise cancellation turned on. She's disabled the ANC and it can last a good 40 hours, which is insane. And to add a cherry to the top of the cake, it's also the most reliable Bluetooth connection, I didn't face signal interference while using headphones. However, this new chipset only works with
Apple devices. It will still work on other devices like a regular Bluetooth headset, but performance on regular Bluetooth not only worse than while using a W1 chip, it's even worse than regular Bluetooth headphones. Battery life drops straight to 12-14 hours, from 10-11 p.m. on W1. That's not even the worst, the reliability of the signal is like those Bluetooth headphones made at the
end of the last decade, it's so bad. It's Apple's subtle way of scraming toward non-Apple device users, so either you get all into the Apple ecosystem or get naked. So if you have an Android phone or a Windows pc or a Chromebook, it's not the best idea to get these headphones. But if you own an iPhone or one of their computers, wireless and battery performance alone is enough
to make these headphones worth their price. Summary V-MODA - CROSSFADE WIRELESS Metal design Best for V-shaped sound 12 hours of wired/wireless playback Options Customizable and removable metal shields BEATS - STUDIO 3 WIRELESS Cool Plastic design Best for thumping Bass 40 hours of playback by turning off ANC Wired/Wireless options Our Crossfade
Wireless judgment is your type if you have a long list of priorities when shopping for headphones. They dot and is on every front - be it comfort, sound or durability. If bass is the only thing you're looking for, and you're a Beats fan through and through, you can continue with the newly started Studio3 Wireless. Both of these headphones are unique and stand out from the crowd at
this price point. Simply adding a few dollars more will give you everything you need in the best sound wireless headphones, so why settle for less. Consult an expert who's still confused? Book time to your liking and let us guide you through other options, discuss sound and help you make the right choice. Let us introduce you to the most boring products in your free time. MRP Rs.
16,990/- Explore V-MODA - Crossfade Wireless MRP Rs. 25,900/- Explore Beats - Studio 3 Wireless Which one do you think is better? If you like this article, you may also like: THE TOP 10 HEADSET Page 2 RHA has released two new headset models, replacing previous budget options. While one of them is an upgraded product, the other is the same, but with a new feature.
Today we will look at these new models and compare the outgoing model with its replacement. The rha MA350 RHA design is some known for some amazing quality build across the range, and the same applies even to its cheapest products. The MA350 is in the form of a horn that narrows to your ear canal. The narrowed housing also makes it quite comfortable to wear for a
long time, and with good shape, you will also get great insulation, further enhancing the listening experience. Headphone cases are made of machine-made aluminum, and the outer half of the case is anodized black, with a RHA logo on the face. The cable is 1.2 metres long from the L-shaped connecting and is lined with fabric, which reduces the microphone, as well as a bit of
tangle. Build is super premium and done Price. You can also loop it behind the ear, which additionally ensures a fit and makes it sit stable even when participating in powerful activities. Additional kits of tips for different sizes and carry-on bags are also included in the box. Rha MA390U MA390U is the successor to the MA350 and although it retains most of the design elements, it is
clearly the evolution of the original. The new housing is significantly smaller in diameter and a little deeper in terms of length. This further reduces any contact with the outer ear, making it quite flat and comfortable. It does not feel heavier than the original and also retains excellent insulation. Another aesthetic change is that rha rejected the black anodization on the face of the case,
going for a full silver look. Also, the face is slightly recessed, which makes it slightly dimple, unlike the previous flat design. The cable also sees some changes, with the biggest being the introduction of an inline microphone, finally allowing users to be able to make/take phone calls without having to hold their phone. Other changes with the cable are that above the Y-Split cable
does not have a coating made of fabric, while the MA350 did. Also, the headphone jack is now flat as opposed to the right angle on the MA350. The box also includes additional sets of tips for different sizes, a carry-on bag and a shirt buckle. The RHA S500U S500U is located just above the MA390U in the RHA lineup, replacing the S500 and S500i. The design is more or less
exactly the same as previous models, and the only change is the new Universal microphone that works with all kinds of smartphones. Personally, I'm happy they didn't make any major changes because I prefer design as it is. A cylindrical housing made of machine-made aluminum is small enough to be light and comfortable without being too small to make you feel intrusive. The
cable is still the fabric coated under the Y-Split, drastically reducing the microphone, and the connector still has an aluminum casing. The box includes 7 pairs of tops (6 double density, 1 double bottom), a tip holder and a carry-on bag. Sound RHA MA350 The MA350 is an excellent sound headset for its price, with a really well balanced and smooth sound signature, which is not
irresistible or underwhelming in any particular aspect. Starting with bass, it's a really good extension here. Although it is quite smooth and good with the body, it lacks some of the influence as other dynamic driver headphones which makes it not feel so energetic. This, however, reduces fatigue. The middles, unlike bass frequencies, seem to be very dynamic and energetic,
retaining the overall smooth signature. They feel slightly elevated in the upper middle region which can cause some fatigue and sometimes take away the glow of the vocals. With a slight upper middle spike, this would be expected to continue in the treble region, but no. Like bass. It is again quite smooth and good body. It has the right amount of roll-off without disappearing
completely, providing the right amount of spark. It's definitely not hyper-detailed with precise recording, but there's plenty of headroom and it can be painted well enough to give a general idea of where the sounds come from. This is a very pleasant headset, suitable for almost any genre you throw at it. RHA MA390U We have only MA390U for a limited time, but I think I've heard
enough to be able to give you a quick impression of how they sound and what has changed. Outside the bat, the biggest change in newer drivers is a decrease in sensitivity. New drivers have a sensitivity of 89dB, while older drivers were 103dB. This means that the MA390U needs much more power than the MA350. While most phones with good headphone output won't have
trouble powering these, some of the older Galaxy devices and a bunch of others that really suffer with a bad part for headphone output won't be able to drive them well. With that out of the way, let's talk about what that actually sounds like. Bass, at the first listen it sounded exactly like the MA350, but after listening to a few songs at the same time and A/B'ing both, you can notice
that the MA390U has a slightly better extension, separation and energy. Although it sacrifices smoothness with the slightest difference, it does so that it can achieve a more comfortable impact. The middles retain the same dynamics as the MA350, but instead of the upper mean elevation, it has made itself at home in the mid-range. However, instead of taming the upper mids, they
completely raised the middle range, making it feel shouting on some runs. It can still cause some fatigue, but for the most part, it is still very pleasant. Highs have the slightest slightest slight improvement in detail, leading to improvements in stage and shooting. They were able to improve the playback of the details without making it sibilant and this is a quality generally found in
more expensive sets of headphones. This new iteration from the RHA still retains the basic characteristics of 350, with some minor improvements. It is still a very versatile set of headphones and still really enjoyable, and causes some fatigue with the middle of heavy music. RHA S500U The only difference between the S500U and the previous generation of S500s is the addition of
a universal microphone. That's it. The sound signature remains the same. I personally would prefer a change, with maybe better adjustments or different drivers, but it remained the same. So this isn't a pair of headphones to go for, but for people who might enjoy a sound signature, it's a great pair. The sound signature is still like a tick tag that goes from left to right. By that I mean,
it's a clear V-shaped signature, but with an additional emphasis on the treble and clearly noticeable recession in the middle. It's clear and stretches well, with great energy. The environments are but highly dented and without distinguishing traits, and still maintains clarity. Then there is a sharp slope to the treble, which attracts all the attention. What has to be said is that the treble is
hyper-detailed, with some great shooting and good staging. The clarity is excellent and somehow manages to be sharp, but without much sibilance. It's super clean and amazing for genres like metal and piano-heavy classical music. I'd prefer an emphatic mid-range, but obviously it wasn't made for my preferences. Those who enjoy such headphones will absolutely love them.
Although the MA390U is quite a jump for the MA350, there is barely a difference between the S500U and the previous S500 generations. So, which ones do you prefer, the newer generation of headphones or the ones they replaced? Share with us in the comments. Comments.
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